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Abstract
In this paper, the use of sonority measure as an acoustic feature
of the speech signal for continuous automatic speech recog-
nition is described. The representation of sonority extent of
sounds is made with a help of spectrum derivation. Therefore,
a novel articulatory motivated acoustic feature expressing the
sonority is named spectrum derivative feature.

The new feature is tested in combination with the state-of-
the-art Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) feature.
The effects of various warping and filtering techniques on the
spectrum derivative feature are investigated.

Experiments have been performed on the large vocabulary
task (VerbMobil II corpus). Improvement in word error rate has
been obtained by combining the MFCC feature with the spec-
trum derivative feature: of up to 4.5% on the large-vocabulary
task (VerbMobil II corpus) relative to using MFCC alone with
the same overall number of parameters in the system.

1. Introduction
Despite a long history of research on acoustical modeling of
speech sounds, current automatic speech recognition systems
are still incapable for accurate fine phoneme distinctions.

The majority of automatic speech recognition systems use
Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCC) or Perceptual
Linear Prediction (PLP). There have also been attempts at using
articulatory information, inspirited by phonetic knowledge of
phoneme classes, in the acoustic front-end. These experiments
yielded significant improvements in word error rate when com-
bining state-of-the-art features with acoustic-phonetic ones. In
this paper, a novel acoustic-phonetic feature, expressing sonor-
ity measure of sounds, namely the spectrum derivative feature
[1] is described and developed.

Extraction and application of acoustic-phonetic features
have already been intensively studied in speech recognition sys-
tems. The first related studies go back to rule based speech
recognition. In [2], formant frequencies have been successfully
used in combination with the MFCC feature. The use of spec-
trum phase information has been researched in different speech
applications. In [3], significant improvements have been re-
ported when combining modified group delay function based
feature with MFCCs. In [4], a significant reduction in WER
has been presented when combining MFCCs with a voicedness
feature. In [5], multi-layer perceptrons based articulatory fea-
tures detectors are introduced to extract the information about
different articulatory classes from a speech signal.

In this work, a novel acoustic feature is investigated. The
feature was first developed to distinguish phoneme classes, hav-
ing different sonority, i.e. obstruents, sonants and vowels. So-
nants differ from obstruents by the presence of formant struc-
ture. In their turn, vowels differ from sonants by more peaky

formants and lesser noise. Thus, a measure summarizing the
changes in the magnitude spectrum over the frequency axis can
contribute to differentiating these phoneme classes.

The spectrum derivative feature is highly effected by spec-
trum warping and filtering, as it directly depends on the speech
signal spectrum quality. Such a dependency is analyzed in this
paper. Different warping and filtering techniques have been
tested, including Mel, Bark, and bilinear warping and low-pass
filtering with various cut-off frequencies.

Spectrum derivative feature was tested in combination with
MFCCs by a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based recognition
system. Experiments showed significant improvements in word
error rate when using additional acoustic-phonetic feature: rel-
ative improvements of up to 4.5% on the large-vocabulary task
over the best optimized MFCC based system.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, details
of the acoustic modeling are described including feature
extraction methods and features combination with the help of
LDA. In Section 3, warping and filtering for preprocessing of
the spectrum prior to extracting spectrum derivative feature are
overviewed. Experiments are presented in Section 4, followed
by a summary in Section 5.

2. Acoustic Modeling
In this section, the feature extraction methods used in the
given speech recognition system are presented. First, the Mel
Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCC) are observed. Then,
the new spectrum derivative feature is described.

2.1. Baseline Feature Extraction

In this section, the standard MFCC signal analysis component
of the given speech recognition system is described. First, a
pre-emphasis of the sampled speech signal is performed. Every
10 ms, a Hamming window is applied to pre-emphasized 25 ms
speech segments. Then the short-term spectrum by Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) along with an appropriate zero padding (e.g.
512 points in the case of 16 kHz sampling rate) is computed.

Next, the outputs of overlapping Mel scale triangular filters
are computed, the number of which depends on the sampling
rate and is equal 20 in this system. For each filter, the output is
the sum of the weighted spectral magnitudes. Logarithm is next
applied to the filter bank outputs, followed by Discrete Cosine
Transform which generates the cepstrum coefficients. The op-
timal number of cepstrum coefficients is equal to 16 depending
on the number of filters in the filter bank.

Subsequently, cepstral mean and variance normalization is
carried out in order to account for different audio channels.
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Two types of normalization have been used: sentence-wise and
session-wise. For sentence-wise recorded corpora, normaliza-
tion is performed on whole sentences. In addition, the zeroth
coefficient is shifted so that the maximum value within every
sentence is zero (energy normalization). Session-wise recorded
corpora consist of recordings containing several sequentially
spoken sentences. For these corpora, normalization is carried
out with a symmetric sliding window of 2 s without energy nor-
malization.

In this way, a vector consisting of normalized mel-scaled
cepstrum coefficients is computed every 10 ms.

2.2. Spectrum Derivative Feature

The spectrum derivative feature was first introduced to distin-
guish three phoneme classes: obstruents, sonants and vowels.
From a phonetic point of view, these three classes differ by
sonority, i.e. the presence and extent of formant structure. Ob-
struents manifest in a flat and noisy magnitude spectrum. In the
magnitude spectrum of sonants, we can observe peaky formant-
like structures. However, vowels show us real formants, which
in general stand out background noise in a much stronger way,
then formant-like harmonics of the sonants. Thus, a feature
summarizing the intensity of changes of the magnitude spec-
trum over the frequency axis can help to differentiate these three
phoneme classes.

One could say that the new sonority measure is just another
voicedness detector, but the results obtained in [1] showed that
it brings additive improvement when using in combination with
the voicedness feature.

2.2.1. Extraction Algorithm

The spectrum derivative feature is a vector of measures. The
measures are calculated as the absolute sum of different order
derivatives of the magnitude spectrum.

The extraction procedure is shown on Figure 1.

SPEECH SIGNAL

DERIVATIVE VECTOR

SPECTRUM DERIVATIVE

PREEMPHASIS AND WINDOWING

MAGNITUDE SPECTRUM

ENERGY NORMALIZATION

Figure 1: Extraction of spectrum derivative feature

The speech signal is preemphasized with a help of standard
procedure. The preemphasized samples d[n] are obtained from
the original samples s[n] by differentiating:

d[n] = s[n] − s[n − 1]. (1)

A Hamming window is applied to preemphasized speech
segments. The frame shift is chosen at 10 ms. The frame length
has been optimized empirically in a range from 15 ms to 90 ms.
The best results have been obtained by using 25 ms which is

the same frame length used when generating MFCC features.
So there is no need to do features alignment.

The normalization of the magnitude spectrum Xt[n] is per-
formed to account for different frame energies. Experiments
have been carried out by using frame-wise and utterance-wise
energy normalization. Best recognition results have been ob-
tained by normalizing the energy of every time frame:

X̃t[n] =
Xt[n]q

X2
t [0] + X2

t [N
2

] + 2
PN/2−1

n=1 X2
t [n]

, (2)

where t denotes the frame at time t, n denotes the discrete fre-
quency, and N is the number of FFT points. The i-th order
derivative a

(i)
t [n] is calculated over the normalized magnitude

spectrum X̃[n]:

a
(i)
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(i−1)
t [n − 1], (3)

a
(1)
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a
(i)
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Finally, the spectrum derivative feature is a vector containing
measures. The measures S

(i)
t are calculated as the logarithm of

the absolute sum of the i-th order derivative:

S
(i)
t = log

�XN/2

n=0
|a(i)

t [n]|
�

. (6)

There have been experiments including different order spec-
trum derivatives (see [1]). The optimal number of spectrum
derivatives highly depends on the corpora, and the best results
for VerbMobil II corpus are obtained while using one spectrum
derivative measure.

2.3. Feature Combination

Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) was used to combine dif-
ferent acoustic features. LDA has been used to find an opti-
mal linear combination of successive vectors of a single feature
stream. For all time frames t, the MFCC feature vectors are con-
catenated with the spectrum derivative measures. In the second
step, 11 successive concatenated vectors of the sliding window
t− 5, t− 4, ..., t, ..., t + 4, t + 5 are concatenated again for all
time frames t which makes up the large input vector of LDA.
Finally, the combined feature vector is created by projecting the
large input vector onto a smaller subspace. The projection ma-
trix is determined by LDA such that it conveys the most rele-
vant classification information. The resulting acoustic vectors
are used as well in training and as in recognition.

The baseline experiments apply LDA in the same way. The
only difference is in the size of the LDA input vector and thus in
the number of columns of the projection matrix. The resulting
feature vector has the same size to ensure comparable recogni-
tion results.

3. Spectrum Warping and Filtering
Different warping techniques are used to modify the speech sig-
nal spectrum for majority of the state-of-the-art features in au-
tomatic speech recognition. On the other hand, the spectrum
derivative feature is highly dependent on the speech signal spec-
trum. Therefore it has been decided to apply various spectrum
warping techniques and investigate their influence on the effi-
ciency of the spectrum derivative feature.
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The sonority measure of speech sounds mainly depends on
a low-frequency domain and it was supposed that there could be
no need to account for high frequencies while deriving the mag-
nitude spectrum for the spectrum derivative feature extraction,
as it will only disarrange the class distinction. So, low-pass
filtering was tested to eliminate the dependency on the higher
frequencies. Different cut-off frequencies have been examined.

The overview of tested warping techniques is given: the
Mel warping is described in Section 3.1, and the Bark warping
in Section 3.2, followed by the overview of the warping with
a help of the bilinear spectrum transform in Section 3.3. Fi-
nally, filter applied for the low-pass filtering is considered in
Section 3.4.

The results obtained by applying spectrum derivative fea-
ture extracted from warped and filtered magnitude spectrum are
discussed in Section 4.

3.1. Bark Warping

A human listener perceives frequency on a scale that is different
from the linear Hertz scale. This means that a person listening
to a test tone which is twice as high on the Hertz scale than a
reference tone, will not necessarily perceive the test tone to be
twice as high. This phenomenon leads to the introduction of
perceptive frequency scales like the Bark scale.

The Bark scale has been derived by segmenting the fre-
quency scale so that each segment corresponds to one critical
band and the segments do not overlap and span the complete
frequency axis.

An approximation to the relationship between Bark and
Hertz is given by the following expression:

ωbark = 2π ·6 · ln(
ω

2π · 600Hz
+

r
[

ω

2π · 600Hz
]2 + 1), (7)

For the sake of calculation simplicity the Equation 7 may
be rewritten as:

ωbark = 6 · arcsinh(
ω

2π · 600Hz
). (8)

The values of frequency are quite linear up to 1000 Hz, and
then become logarithmic. So, high frequencies are suppressed
and low frequencies stay unchanged.

3.2. Mel Warping

The Mel scale approximates human audio perception as well as
the Bark warping. Unlike the Bark scale, the Mel scale has been
defined by measuring directly the perceived pitch of a tone.

The Mel warping function to convert the Hertz scale to the
Mel scale is defined as:

ωmel = 2π · 2595 · lg(1 +
ω

2π · 700Hz
), (9)

3.3. Warping using Bilinear Transform

Once the Mel scale brought some improvement to the use of
spectrum derivative feature, as you can see in the Section 4, it
has been decided to apply the bilinear transform of the speech
signal spectrum prior to calculating the spectrum derivative
measure. The bilinear transform is used to warp the frequency
spectrum of the speech signal.

The bilinear warping function is defined as follows:

ωbil = ω + 2 · arctan(
α sin(ω)

1 + α cos(ω)
), (10)

where warping factor α controls the curvature.
It has an advantage against the Mel and the Bark warping as

it is more flexible, because it has a warping factor α that could
be changed to achieve optimal results.

Four different α values have been empirically tested. Two
of them were larger then 0: 0.4 and 0.8, and two of them smaller
then 0: −0.4 and −0.8, symmetrically relatively to the 0 value.
The values of the warping factor have been applied to obtain a
clear picture of influence that the spectrum warping brings to
efficiency of the spectrum derivative feature. The goal has not
been in finding the precise most efficient warping factor value,
but to find a tendency in the use of bilinear transform, and to
examine the results obtained while applying the Mel warping.

The obtained results are presented in the Section 4.

3.4. Low-pass Filtering

The main formants tend to be in a low-frequency domain. Even
those vowels, which have high-frequency formants, have one of
them at low frequencies. The low-pass filtering is one of the
empirical ideas which has yielded improvements in the WER.

The implementation applies an ideal low-pass filter, which
is defined as follows:

X̂t[n] =

(
Xt[n] n < fc·N

fs

0 otherwise
(11)

where fc denotes the cut-off frequency, fs - sample rate, and
N - number of FFT points.

Several tests have been carried out with increasing the cut-
off frequency of the ideal low-pas filter from 500Hz to 6000Hz.

See the obtained results in the Section 4.

4. Experimental Results
Experiments have been performed on VerbMobil II corpus, con-
sisting of German human-to-human dialogs recorded in clean
conditions.

4.1. Corpus Information

The recognition system using VerbMobil II corpus can be char-
acterized as follows:

• 36 k training-sentences (61.5 h) from 857 speakers;
• 1 k test-sentences (1.6 h) from 16 speakers
• recognition vocabulary of 10157 words, including

spellings, hesitations and noises;
• across-word acoustic model;
• 3-state-HMM topology with skip;
• 3501 mixtures with a total of≈ 369k Gaussian densities;
• one pooled diagonal covariance matrix;
• 16 MFCC coefficients;
• 45 acoustic features after applying LDA;
• max. likelihood training using Viterbi approximation;
• class-trigram language model, test set perplexity: 62.0.

4.2. Experimental Results

The baseline system has a word error rate of 21.0% which is
the best reported so far using MFCC features and across-word
acoustic modeling.

Table 1 shows the efficiency of various warping functions
applied to the speech signal spectrum before extracting the
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spectrum derivative feature. The best results are obtained by
using the Mel warping function and the bilinear transform func-
tion with α-parameter equal to 0.8. Relative improvements in
word error rate of up to 4.5% have been achieved by both of
them.

Table 1: Word error rates on VerbMobil II test corpus which
were obtained by combining MFCCs with spectrum derivative
measure (SD), extracted from a magnitude spectrum warped by
different functions.

acoustic features warping functions error rates [%]
del ins WER

MFCC 4.5 2.9 21.0
MFCC + SD 4.6 2.8 20.8
MFCC + SD mel 4.3 2.4 20.1
MFCC + SD bark 4.5 3.0 20.8
MFCC + SD bilinear (α = -0.8) 5.0 2.7 20.9
MFCC + SD bilinear (α = -0.4) 4.9 3.3 20.9
MFCC + SD bilinear (α = 0.0) 4.8 3.1 20.8
MFCC + SD bilinear (α = 0.4) 5.1 3.2 20.8
MFCC + SD bilinear (α = 0.8) 4.4 2.2 20.0

In Table 2, the experimental results are summarized for us-
ing spectrum derivative feature extracted from a speech signal
preprocessed with a low-pass filter with different cut-off fre-
quencies. The relative improvement in word error rate of up
to 3.5% has been achieved when using 1 kHz as a cut-off fre-
quency.

Table 2: Word error rates on VerbMobil II test corpus which
were obtained by combining MFCCs with spectrum derivative
measure (SD) calculated from a magnitude spectrum filtered by
an ideal low-pass filter with different cut-off frequencies (fc).

acoustic features fc error rates [%]
(Hz) del ins WER

MFCC 4.5 2.9 21.0
MFCC + SD 4.6 2.8 20.8
MFCC + SD 6000 5.5 2.4 20.8
MFCC + SD 4000 4.4 3.3 20.9
MFCC + SD 2000 5.2 2.8 20.7
MFCC + SD 1000 4.5 2.9 20.3
MFCC + SD 500 4.7 3.1 20.9

4.3. Conclusions

As it is shown in Table 1 the warping significantly improves
efficiency of the spectrum derivative feature. The Mel warping
and the bilinear transform with the warping factor α = 0.8 of a
magnitude spectrum amend the sonority measure.

It is still unclear, why the Mel warping brought significant
improvement into the application of the spectrum derivative fea-
ture and the Bark warping did not.

The bilinear transform with negative values of warping fac-
tor α caused a degradation of the spectrum derivative feature
efficiency. It means that as it was supposed low frequencies

are more valuable then high ones. While using the most effi-
cient warping factor α = 0.8, the bilinear transform stretches
the low frequencies and compresses the high frequencies even
stronger then the Mel warping does. It also supports an idea of
advantages of low frequencies.

It becomes more clear what the frequencies that bring
the most to the spectrum derivative feature are from Table 2.
The use of low-pass filter with the cut-off frequency equal to
1000Hz yielded the best results, which are almost as good as
those achieved while using the bilinear spectrum transform with
the warping factor α = 0.8.

Once it is much simpler and less expensive to apply low-
pass filtering then warping and ends up with similar results, it
makes sense to use it.

5. Summary
In this paper, the development of a novel articulatory motivated
acoustic feature expressing sonority measure of speech sounds
was presented. The spectrum derivative feature aims to summa-
rize the changes in the formant structure over the frequency axis
and thus to express sonority measure of speech sounds.

Recognition results showed that the spectrum derivative
feature is highly influenced and can be improved by apply-
ing warping and filtering of the speech signal spectrum. The
best recognition results have been obtained by combining the
MFCC and the spectrum derivative features extracted from a
warped speech signal spectrum applying bilinear transform with
the warping factor equal to 0.8. Significant improvement in
word error rate of up to 4.5% has been obtained on the large-
vocabulary task VerbMobil II relative to the optimized systems
using the MFCC feature alone.

Important issues to investigate in the future work on the
spectrum derivative feature include the effects of spectrum
smoothing.
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